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a b s t r a c t

Accelerator driven subcritical systems have long been discussed as facilities which can be used for
solving the nuclear waste problem. The physics of these systems is very different from conventional
reactors and new techniques had to be developed for reactivity monitoring. One such technique is the
Area Ratio Method which studies the response of a subcritical system upon insertion of a large number of
neutron pulses. An issue associated with this technique is the spatial dependence of measured reactivity
which is intrinsic to the sub criticality of the system since the reactor does not operate on the funda-
mental mode and measured reactivity depends on the detector position. This is generally addressed by
defining Bell-Glasstone spatial correction factor. This factor upon multiplication with measured reactivity
gives the correct reactivity which is independent of detector location. Monte Carlo Methods are used for
evaluating these factors. This paper presents a complete three dimensional map of spatial correction
factors for BRAHMMA subcritical system. In addition, the dataset obtained also helps in identifying
detector locations where the correction factor is close to unity, thereby implying no correction if the
detector is used at those locations.
© 2022 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Accelerator Driven Subcritical systems (ADS) have long been
discussed as facilities which can be used for solving the nuclear
waste problem, producing fissile materials and generating power as
a byproduct. These reactors go for high burn up, use unconven-
tional fuels and are coupled to high power accelerators [1e3]. To
ensure the safe operation of accelerator driven subcritical system
(ADS) at all times, continuous monitoring of subcritical level of ADS
is necessary. Since the dynamics of critical reactors are very
different from ADS, the conventional techniques used for critical
reactors need to be adapted according to ADS. One of the most
commonly used experimental method for measuring the reactivity
of subcritical system is the Sj€ostrand Area Ratio Method which
measures the reaction rate generated from a pulsed neutron source.
A drawback of the Sj€ostrand method is the spatial dependence of
the measured reactivity value on neutron detector location. Several
by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an
techniques are being devised continuously for eradicating this
spatial dependence. One of the most widely used approaches is the
one suggested by Bell and Glasstonne [4] which involves calcu-
lating a spatial correction factor and multiplying it to the measured
reactivity to get the corrected or global reactivity

rcorrected ¼ f *rmeasured (1)

This method has been widely explored by researchers around
the world for making corrections in the experimentally measured
reactivity for various accelerator driven sub-critical systems like
YALINA (thermal and booster), MUSE, VENUS and BRAHMMA.
YALINA is one of the most widely studied system due to the
simplicity and flexibility of core design and has been used by re-
searchers for benchmarking their developed codes for correction
factors. Talamo et al. [5] determined the spatial correction factors
for the YALINA system using Monte Carlo as well as deterministic
techniques and results obtained were in good agreement. Talamo
et al. [6] also examined the impact of detector choice on the spatial
correction factor and showed that the effect of detector material is
minimized when measurements are made in thermal zone while
its pronounced in fast zone, specifically if the detector is more
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sensitive for fast neutrons. Gazda [7] compared the different
methods available for correcting the measured reactivity for the
Yalina system. Cao and Gohar [8] studied the impact of long and
short detectors on reactivity measurements and inferred that
reactivity values from short detector are more accurate as the long
detectors are susceptible to dead time issues. Becares [9] developed
a new hypothesis assuming that it is always possible to find one or
more parameters of the subcritical system, which present a univ-
ocal dependence with the reactivity for small variations in the ge-
ometry, composition and cross sections. Extensive studies on the
MUSE subcritical system have been carried out by Cao [10],
Gabriellei [11] and Carta [12]. Correction factors for area ratio
method as well as source jerk method were calculated separately.
Gazda [13] was the first one to carry out measurement of spatial
correction factors for a lead accelerator driven subcritical system
VENUS. Cao and Gohar [14] carried out extensive simulations for
the KIPT neutron source facility and evaluated correction factors for
the different fuel loading configurations at various detector loca-
tions for the flux to current ratio method. Apart from the static and
dynamic methods being previously used recently Talamo [15]
developed a new method of spatial correction factor evaluation
which allowed pulse superimposition without a time-dependent
simulation. Bajpai [16] carried out measurements of spatial
correction factors for few locations in BRAHMMA system. This work
is an extension of our previous publication. Here we give a com-
plete 3D map of the correction factors also giving us the locations
where almost no correction is required.
2. Bell and Glasstone spatial correction factor

Reactivity obtained experimentally using area ratio method is
highly dependent on the detector location. This dependence can be
removed by using a straightforward method developed by Bell and
Glasstone. Bell and Glasstone did a theoretical treatment of area
ratio method and derived an expression for correction factor [4].
They suggested multiplying the measured reactivity with this
spatial correction factor which takes into account the source
importance. This approach has been used by several researchers to
account for the spatial dependence of reactivity measured by Area
ratio method [5e16].

The Bell and Glasstone spatial correction factor for Area Ratio
Method is given by Eq. 2
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�
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where rcri is the reactivity calculated by computer codes in criti-
cality mode, rsrc is the reactivity calculated by computer codes in
source mode (with the external and fission neutron sources), Ap is
the prompt area and Ad is the delayed area. In Area Ratio method,
rsrc (in $) is calculated as the ratio of prompt area to delayed area.
Fig. 1 shows a typical detector response to a source neutron pulse
and the corresponding prompt and delayed areas.

All the factors in eqn (2) can be derived by numerical methods.
Reactivity obtained by computer codes in source mode (rsrc) can be
calculated using static and dynamic methods. In Static method
(time independent), two separate simulations are done with steady
state external neutron source - one with total neutrons (prompt
and delayed) and other with delayed neutrons suppressed. Detec-
tor reaction rates determine the total area and prompt area
respectively. In Dynamic method (time dependent), a single
neutron pulse is simulated and the detector reaction rate is counted
till the pulse vanishes. This detector reaction rate is superimposed
several times till the delayed neutron contribution becomes
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constant. The detector reaction rate is now integrated to find out
the total and delayed area. The prompt area is the difference be-
tween the total and delayed area. For our calculations we have used
the Static method similar to our previous work [16].

From equation (2) it is observed that correction factor is
inversely proportional to prompt area. Prompt area has contribu-
tions from both source and fission neutrons while delayed area has
contribution from just fission neutrons. In source zone prompt area
is enhanced due to source neutrons, so correction factor is less than
unity. For measurements made away from source where the
contribution of source neutrons decreases the correction factor
becomes more than unity. The positions where the correction fac-
tor is very close to unity are ideal for reactivity measurements. For
other locations correction factor has to be taken into account.

Similar to our previous work the statistical error in spatial
correction factors was determined assuming that total area (At),
prompt area (Ap), prompt neutronmultiplication factor (kp) and the
multiplication factor (keff) calculated from simulations are inde-
pendent of each other [8]. The associated error in f due to statistical
nature of simulation is estimated using standard error propagation
method [8,15].
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3. BRAHMMA subcritical assembly

BRAHMMA (BeO Reflected And HDPe Moderated Multiplying
Assembly) [17e19] is a subcritical thermal core that can be coupled
to a D-D or D-T neutron generator.

The core (Fig. 2) consists of natural uranium metallic fuel rods
embedded in a high density polyethylene moderator, a radial
beryllium oxide reflector, and a shielding of borated polyethylene
and cadmium. The core consists of 160 fuel rods arranged in a
13� 13 square lattice with a central cavity for inserting the external
source. This system is very compact and modular and has theo-
retical keff value of 0.890 and is currently being used for various ADS
experiments. There are 3 axial and 4 radial channels provided in the
core for various measurements. Three of the radial channels run
only halfway i.e. till the cavity while one of them runs through the
entire core. For creating the radial channels the beryllium oxide at
few locations had been replaced by graphite which creates dis-
similarities in an otherwise symmetrical system. Details of the
position and dimension of these channels can be found in our
previous reported work [17].
4. Evaluation of spatial correction factor for full core

Monte Carlo simulations have been performed to map the
spatial correction factor for complete core. This work is in contin-
uation of our previous work where we evaluated correction factors
only for experimental channels [16]. Calculation for the entire core
was performed as data was required for development of a theo-
retical model on modal contamination and source importance.

Two step static calculation method has been used in which
prompt and total area were evaluated in two different simulations,
as discussed in Section 2. This data along with beta effective and keff



Fig. 1. A typical detector response to a source neutron pulse and the corresponding prompt and delayed areas.

Fig. 2. BRAHMMA subcritical assembly showing 160 lattice locations (a). Assembly coupled to DD-DT neutron generator for experiments (b).
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values (theoretical values beff: 704 ± 10 pcm and keff: 0.890 ±0 .001)
is used for the calculation of correction factors using equation (2).
We have simulated a detector of diameter 25 mm and active length
100 mm wherein detector material has not been considered and
has been replaced by air BRAHMMA core is a 13 � 13 lattice having
a 3 � 3 cavity in the center so total fuel rod positions is 160. We
have considered 11 axial positions in each channel (1100 mm axial
length and 100 mm detector so total 11 positions) for simulations,
therefore a total of 1760 positions (160*11 ¼ 1760) have been
considered while evaluating correction factors for the entire core.
Calculations were done for all the locations and the results have
been shown in Figs. 3 and 4. A 14.1 MeV mono-energetic neutron
source has been considered for all simulations. Fig. 3(a) shows the
3490
schematic of BRAHMMA core with detector position marked for a
single measurement.

Fig. 3(b) shows the spatial correction factors at various locations
inside the core. The box represents the subcritical core and the
points shown are the mid-points of detector locations in the core.
The colour indicates the relative value of correction factor at any
location. It is quite evident that the values of correction factor are
less than one near the source located at the center of the assembly
and become more than one as we move away from the center. This
is due to the decrease in source neutron contribution to prompt
area (refer equation (2)) when we measure at locations far away
from the source.



Fig. 3. A 3 dimensional map of spatial correction factors (a). Schematic of core showing detector location for a single measurement (b) All 1760 values have been depicted. Box
represents the Core.

Fig. 4. Spatial correction factors for full core: (inset) Spatial correction factor values for a single plane C.
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5. Experimental validation

Fig. 4 shows the correction factor values at all 1760 locations.We
can see layer by layer values as we move radially through the core.
Layers F, G and H are closest to the source hence report many
correction factor values quite less than one. Inset shows the
3491
enlarged view of values for a single layer showing all values in
transverse direction. It can be seen that for a single layer C,
C6eC7eC8, have many correction factor values less than one as
they are close to source.

The main objective of full 3D mapping is to find out locations
where the spatial correction factor is very close to unity. These



Fig. 5. Spatial correction factors for locations in lattice where no or minimal correction
is required.

Table 1
Experimental Measurements on few detector locations where no correction is
required.

Lattice
Position

Axial Distance
from Centre (cm)

Correction
Factor Value

Experimentally Measured Reactivity
Value using Area Ratio Method

B7 0 1.003 �17.74
E3 10 1.000 �17.72
I3 10 0.997 �17.69
J5 20 1.003 �17.72
I5 30 0.996 �17.75
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locations signify the detector positions where no correction is
required or correction has very little influence on experimentally
measured reactivity. The criterion for no correction has been taken
as a difference of less than 50 pcm between measured corrected
reactivity values which corresponds to correction factor values in
the range of 0.996e1.004. For simplicity we take the interval to
0.995e1.005 (a 1% total spread around 1). Fig. 5 shows the lattice
positions where no correction is required. This whole exercise
helped in identifying 11 detector locations where no correction is
required. All the values presented here have been reported with
less than 0.4% error. As shown in Fig. 5 only the positions inside the
margin of 0.995e1.005 have been considered as positions of zero
corrections. The point lying at the boundary has been omitted.

In order to validate the simulations, experimental measurement
of reactivity using Area Ratio method (Sj€ostrand) were carried out
at 5 of the 11 locations identified. For experimental studies the
subcritical core BRAHMMA has been coupled to a neutron
Fig. 6. Time histogram for some of the detector locations where no correction is
required.
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generator which emits a neutron beam of energy 14.1 MeV via D-T
reaction. For the experiment, the fuel rod from the particular lattice
location under investigation is removed and replaced with the
detector. Helium-3 gas filled detector (diameter 25 mm, active
length 100 mm, pressure 4 atm, operating voltage 1100e1250 V) is
used for the experiment. Fig. 6 shows the time histogram for the
reactivity measurements. The experimental results have been
tabulated in Table 1. From the table, it is quite evident that values of
reactivity obtained are very close to theoretical value of �17.73$
corresponding to keff value of 0.889 (corresponding to 159 fuel
rods). The advantage of this exercise is that now experiments can
be done at these detector positions without worrying about the
spatial dependence arising because of the presence of source at
center.

6. Conclusion

Sj€ostrand Area Ratio Method is one of the most popular tech-
niques for reactivity measurement in accelerator driven subcritical
systems. However, the measured reactivity suffers from spatial
dependence and must be corrected using Bell and Glasstonne
spatial correction factor. In this paper, a full 3D map of spatial
correction factors was evaluated for the BRAHMMA core. We were
able to locate positions where no correction is required. To validate
the simulations, we performed experiments to measure reactivity
at few of the identified locations. The results obtained are in good
agreement with the theoretical values.
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